Going back to production, but need help to keep employees compliant with social distancing protocols? Cumberland Container has created a divider to help keep employees safe and distanced. We have developed and tested our Social Distancing Easel, measuring 74” tall and 34/46” wide, making it easily feasible to safely distance your employees.

According to CDC, the COVID-19 has a shelf life of 24 hours on corrugated paper substrates. The easels can be sprayed with disinfectant and not breakdown. However, it is not recommended to wipe or soak the easel as this would cause breakdown of the corrugated paper.

Cumberland Container wants you to be successful in returning to work, being productive and safe. We are here to provide you the barrier that will help you succeed.

We are taking orders on Social Distancing Easel! If you should have questions, for pricing and availability please contact your sales representative.

Cumberland Container

working hard to keep you safe!